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TERRORISM

Maltese Terror
And Its Implications
Breaking developments in Maltese law suit against Labor Parly
The following statement, issued by U.S. Labor Party
Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., August 26, was
first

published

in

the

August

31

issue

of

New

Solidarity, the Labor Party's newspaper.

launch an assassination in France itself. However,
LICA operations are by no means limited to France,
but are deployed throughout Europe and other nations
-

as indicated by recent statements of the Israeli

Transport Minister, Meier Am it.
Highest-level intelligence sources of several nations
have assisted us with breaking information on the
plans of the British monarchy-controlled forces of the
Maltese Order to launch a one-billion Belgian franc
lawsuit against the U. S. Labor Party.
According

to

latest

information

According to highest-level intelligence sources in
more than one country, the Sritish monarchy and
the Zionist forces under its

control are nervous

concerning risks in an assassination operation against
this writer, especially in the wake of the abortive
assassination deployment in Detroit, Michigan, and

received,

the

lawsuit will most probably be launched in Belgium,
where the court system is under the effective, top
down control of the British faction of the Maltese
Order. The conspirators are depending upon Belgian
treaty agreements with France and the Federal

U.S. Labor Party ex po sure of New York City forces
involved in support of the political decision to conduct
such an assassination.
However, if various forms of economic warfare
conducted

in

Western

Europe

through

Maltese

networks and the Zionist-linked forces under their

Republic of Germany to process claims in those latter

influence, such as the cir cles associated with Walter

nations for judgments issued by corrupt Belgian
courts into the latter two nations for collection. The

Hesselbach of the West German Bundespost,

can

bragged that they have corrupt influence in the West

effectively sabotage U.S.-European Labor Party
communications, this and other "economic warfare"
measures would substantially aid in facilitating a

German courts, and effective corrupt influence within
the French Justice and Interior Ministries, the latter

economic-warfare deployments against the U.S. or

Maltese representatives projecting this action have

through networks associated with Poniatowski.
This proposed British secret-intelligence economic
warfare operation coincides with plans to have
elements of the LICA (International League Against

successful assassination. Hence, naturally, any such
European Labor Parties will be treated as complicit
in preparations for an assassination, and the
responsibles held accountable for complicity in any
assassination operations which occ ur.

Anti-Semitism) and an Israeli intelligence organiza
tion,

Mossad,

collaborate

in

terrorist

operations

against the U. S. Labor Party, especially targeting
this writer, in countries outside France it�;elf.

Implications
This is not an isolated affair. The forces behind the
projected "economic w arfa re " in Europe and the

French

forces behind international ter rorism are identical.

complement to the USA's Anti-Defamation League, is

These are also the forces behind the British Maltese

Although

the

LICA,

nominally

the

the

faction's concerted effort to raise U.S. interest rates,

patronage of Edmund de Rothschild, French intelli

and to take other, correlated measures to collapse the

gence services and antiterrorist task forces are fully
alerted to the Israeli-LICA principal role in the

U.S. dollar and plunge the U.S. into a depression.

current

assassinations and
bombings, and are also alert to the LICA-Mossad
desire to launch an assassination attack against this

various slander and "black operations" against the

writer. Therefore, there is an element of exceptional
risk in the LICA-Mossad terrorist forces' efforts to

same persons originating sl an der s against the U.S.

based

in

France,

wave

Sept. 5-11,1978

of

most

prominently

under

terrorist

Notable is the coincidence of the forces behind the
U.S. Labor Party and the forces currently attempting
to wreck the U. S. dollar and Bre men agreements. The
Labor Party in Japanese circles at this time, and
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attempting

"blackmail"

Zairean government and by several European govern

pressure to interrupt
Party and banking
Labor
U.S.
the
relations between
and corporate circles. are the same personalities

ments. including the French government.

directly and chiefly responsible for attempts to wreck

complicity in lying to the President of the United

the Bremen and Bonn summit-agreements. and to
bring down the U.S. dollar.
These are also the forces projecting an early new

Of

course.

Admiral

Turner

was

not

alone in

States and to the Congress. The key figure behind
Turner's lying report was the same key figure behind
the Italian operation in which former Prime Minister

Middle East War. the overthrow of the Shah of Iran.

Aldo Moro was assassinated - as has been stated in a

the attempted overthrow of Mexico's President Lopez
Portillo, and either a bombing of Saudi oil-fields or a

published interview of a key spokesman for the Italian

coup in Saudi Arabia.
Henry Bloch of Warburg-Pincus in New York City is
exemplary. Bloch. a World War II SOE-OSS operative.

government. That figure is Henry A. Kissinger.
Also complicit was Zbigniew Brzezinski, and also
James R. Schlesinger. It is notable that Kissinger,
Brzezinski.

and Schlesinger were

all trained and

was key in a massive operation. launched interna
tionally, against the U.S. Labor Party beginning May

promoted by British secret-intelligence institutkms

1976, and is one of the key individuals who identified

consistent agents for British monarchy policy at every

the motivation of the forces projecting the assassina
tion of this writer. Bloch is also. together with forces
at Lazard Freres, part of the group of London-allied
investment-banking officials currently engaged in
efforts to wreck the U.S. dollar and plunge the nation
into a depression.
As we have noted.
another

part

of

simultaneously

the Heritage

the

same

complicit

in

Foundation is

forces

who

crucial,

are

supporting

aspects of an assassination plot against this writer and
leading a major campaign against both the U.S. dollar
and against the Bremen agreements. The Heritage
Foundation

is

currently

jointly

controlled

by

representatives of British intelligence (IISS). and the
Mont

Pelerin

intelligence

Society.

The

latter

organization.

is

a

nominally

foreign

based

in

Switzerland. which is a key front organization for the
British factions in the international Maltese Order.
These forces are also directly. closely allied with the
Aspen Institute, another key agency simultaneously
engaged in aiding the operations against the U.S.
Labor Party, and in major covert-intelligence opera
tions against both the Bremen-Bonn summit-agree
ments and the U.S. dollar.
The enemy forces, the British faction of the Maltese
Order and Maltese-controlled Zionist organizations,
have

stated.

as did the

officials

of

the Belgian

Lambert interests, that this writer is viewed as an
intellectual architect of the new world monetary
system emerging from the Bremen agreements, and
is therefore viewed as a "potential danger" to be
eliminated as soon as possible.

and networks inside the United States. and have been
point the policies of the White House. State Depart
ment, and Congress have been in direct opposition to
the British monarchy policy.
The

key

forces

most

prominent

in

the

Shaba

province affair were Tiny Rowland's business opera
tions. the largest business cover for British intelli
gence operations inside central black African regions.
plus the forces of Belgium's Societe Generale. acting
with established complicity of elements of the Belgian
government.
The

operation against Shaba

was

launched in

reprisal against Zaire President Mobutu's actions to
shift payments for Zairean exports from the Belgian
national

banking

community

into

control

of

the

Zairean national bank. The scenario projected was to
have Belgian troops flown into the Shaba region. With
the arrival of Belgian troops. complicit elements of
the International Red Cross were to have intervened,
to negotiate between the invaders and Belgian troops
over release of the European technicians being held
hostage. The outcome of this scenario was to have
been a splitting-off of Shaba province from Zaire, plus
a disruption of· ongoing peace negotiations between
Zaire

and

Angola.

negotiations

occurring

in

Brazzaville.
French paratroops were flown from Corsica to
precede the Belgian troops, and thus to prevent the
British-Belgian scenario from going into effect. The
British warned the invaders of the imminent arrival of
French

troops:

the

technician hostages

slaughter
was

a

of

result

the
of

European
this

British

criminality.
Those facts were fully established by relevant

The Zaire Case

European and African governments and intelligence

As for the character of the Belgian government
itself. the case of the Luanda invasion of Zaire's Shaba

services during that period. and were known to the
U.S. government's National Security Council and

province is exemplary.

Central Intelligence Agency at the time Turner and

Admiral Stansfield Turner of the CIA. himself a

Brzezinski publicly were pushing their lies.

member of a British intelligence organization, the

The British, in alliance with the Peking government.

International Institute for Strategic Studies. issued a

are also behind the horror-show of genocidal slaughter

lying report on Shaba. The report issued by Turner

in Cambodia. and behind the current efforts to launch

was a lie in respect to information gathered by the CIA

a Chinese military operation against Vietnam. In

itself, and was directly contradictory to detailed fac

Iran. the current efforts to overthrow the Shah
coincide with efforts of British Petroleum to loot

tual information
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available

to

the

U.S.

from

the
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Iranian petroleum revenues. The destabilization is

hideous development in the developing sector. notably

run by British intelligence. in cooperation with both

since the 1960 affair in the former Belgian Congo, but

Israpli intelligence and

Peking. and. according to

they are in every way the principal enemies of the

Iranian

complicity

Aspen

human species as a whole. A glance at their present

The operation intersects the petroleum companies

New Testament characterization of this faction as

sources.

with

of

the

activities and manifest character fully justifies the

Institute.
British Petroleum. Royal Dutch Shell. and Belgium's
Petrofina. all companies under the direct control of
the British faction of the Maltese Order. These same
elements of the Maltese Order are indistinguishable
from the London Rothschild interests, Edmund de
Rothschild in France, and the interests of the Baron
Lambert and the Hapsburg family in Belgium. (These
are. to note an exotic, included point, the forces which
have controlled the "Trotskyist" Fourth International

"The Whore of Babylon." Unless these evil forces are
stopped quickly, there will be a new Middle East war,
and probable general thermonuclear war.
In this setting of events, the Belgian wing of the
British forces of the Maltese Order and their Zionist
stooges, propose to sue the U.S. Labor Party and to
launch assassination attacks against this writer.
Taken in perspective, all the slanders and other
harassments against the U.S. Labor Party, even the

throughout the post-war period to the present day.)

projected assassinations, are of relatively tertiary im

These

portance in themselves. The enemies of the U.S. Labor

forces

control

the

environmentalist

and

terrorist organizations in France. Belgium, Holland,

Party are the enemies of the human species, enemies

and Switzerland, and are the forces which. in concert

e gaged in war not merely against the U.S. Labor

with Amnesty International, the World Federalists,

Party, but against the human race.

the "black nobility" and others, control international

Does the enemy imagine that our allies do not

terrorism in West Germany, Italy, and in the United

recognize this to be a state of war between our

States.

enemies and themselves, or that we do not know that
these attacks on us are nothing but included acts of

Not only are these forces and their accomplices
most frequently the principal authors of every recent

war against the United States?

British Revive 'Operation Chaos'
The unmistakeable escalation of black propaganda
funneled through the press this past week, combined

hell,

no one

knows

what's

going

on here,"

one

Metropolitan security officer is quoted as saying.

with a "red alert" situation at London's Heathrow Air

The British government is trying to cover its own

port and two other mysterious terrorist incidents,

coordinating role in the affair by pointing to the Arab

show that British intelligence and its Israeli allies are

diplomatic community and "inter-Arab fighting" in

mounting full-scale campaigns against governments
in Rome and North America.

were planted in the press that supplies of arms are

The mounting pitch of hysteria at Heathrow since

London as the source of the terror threat. Rumors
being smuggled into Britain inside Arab diplomatic

the attack on personnel of the Israeli El Al airline

pouches

indicates

organizations that they be opened and searched.

that the overall

strategy

is

similar

to

resulting

in

demands

from

Zionist

the

British Foreign Secretary David Owen has also made

British early in 1974 and likewise had a major focus at

it known that unless the staffs of a number of Arab

that airport. Today. however, the level of military

embassies are significantly reduced, he will be forced

"Operation

Chaos."

which

was

launched

mobilization there is even higher.

by

London's Daily

to order some personnel out of the country.

Telegraph, as if it had some foreknowledge of what is

As double insurance that Britain won't be identified

to come, explained yesterday that the alert is based on

as the source of the terror wave, the British press has

"intelligence reports of plans for a further attack on
the Israeli airline during the week ending Sept. 10" -

widely publicized a concocted story about an alleged
split between MIS and MI6, Britain's internal and

the week of the Mideast peace talks at Camp David.

external

intelligence

services.

The

government

All Israeli airline facilities have been fortified to

announced last week that in order to prevent such

withstand hand grenades and machine gun fire, while

clashes, Britain's Ambassador to Greece Sir Francis

an array of "special" security teams are prowling

Brooks Richards has been appointed as "Coordinator

around with itchy trigger fingers. In order to heighten

of Intelligence," reporting directly to the Cabinet

the chaos, the Daily Telegraph reported that since
none of these teams are coordinating with each other,

Office.

it is quite possible that a gun battle will break out at

out black propaganda about the internationally sought

any time between members of the various teams. "Oh

terrorist Carlos. The Hamburg daily Bild-Zeitung,

Sept. 5-11. 1978

British press conduits in West Germany are spilling
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